Nuclear is the only True Renewable

Considering a New Viewpoint
All around the country, Nuclear Waste originally intended for permanent storage in Yucca Mountain has been kept in casks behind chain link fences since the ~1970’s, often in sight of the general public.

Spent Nuclear Fuel has only been depleted by ~3% ...so, ~97% is RENEWABLE
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HOW IS NUCLEAR A RENEWABLE RESOURCE?

The Nevada Story:

The NEW Plan: Temporarily Store Spent Fuel in Yucca, and then Recycle it for Reuse
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Earth Day 2020
Nuclear Recycling has come a long way in the last 10-20 years

Temporary Storage + Spent Fuel Recycling + SAFE Residue Ceramic Storage
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The Renewed/Recharged Spent Nuclear Fuel is then loaded into the tens of thousands of Future Small Modular Reactors (MANUFACTURED nearby IN NEVADA) to individually power Microgrids all around the country.

No more dependence on the vulnerable National Grid.
There’s A LONG Heritage of Nuclear History in NEVADA!

Since 1952 – Las Vegas Visitors would watch the Bombs explode from the roof!

Nevada’s journey to reclaim its Nuclear Heritage and supply the Nation with Assured Energy for approximately 500 years is by recycling the existing spent fuel from around the USA, then using that recharged fuel to power Thousands of Small Modular Reactors
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The Journey has Begun

We’re working closely with Creech AFB to get them a Backup Power capability via A Small Nuclear Reactor

If the Grid Goes Down for beyond a reasonable amount of time, Creech can’t fly their Missions—NATIONAL SECURITY
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A Nuclear “GOLDMINE”

Is the ULTIMATE Renewable

VS. Solar & Wind that are anything BUT Renewables!

2.9 Billion Bird Deaths Linked to Solar, Wind

Wind Turbine Blades are NOT Recyclable
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Las Vegas Review-Journal Editorial
June 22, 2019

If only there were a reliable, carbon-free power source that didn’t require so much land. Oh wait. There is — nuclear energy.

The Arkansas Nuclear One Station sits on 1,100 acres and produces 1,800 megawatts. That’s nearly triple the energy output of the Gemini Solar Project in less than one-sixth of the space.
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